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Abstract

Aiming at automatic extraction of $F_0$ control parameters based on a generation model, we proposed an automatic extraction method using utterance information. In the proposed method, constituent phrase information is used for the prediction of initial value of $F_0$ control parameters in the optimal value search. Extraction experiments using short and long sentence sets showed higher extraction accuracy than the extraction without utterance information. The extraction accuracy difference between single sentence samples and major phrases in long sentences showed the need of further information on neighboring phrases for further improvements of extraction accuracy in long sentences.

1. Introduction

In speech synthesis, recent developments of large-scale speech corpora have enabled unit selection approach and corpus based speech synthesis become popular [1]. They have also been used for prosody processing and quite interesting $F_0$ control characteristics have been found [2][3]. However, as most of these corpora only have phonetic labels, we needed quite laborious hand annotations of prosodic events for these analyses. As easily seen in these studies, not only simple phonetics-based prosody event tags such as ToBI labels, but also much finer transcriptions have been quite useful for quantitative analysis. In particular, by analyzing $F_0$ phenomena from generation viewpoints, it is widely known that the superimposition model proposed by Fujisaki based on a generation model [8] can account for many superficially varying $F_0$ manifestations in very reasonable ways [4]. For efficient studies of $F_0$ control, we needed a large amount of $F_0$ control parameters based on this generation model. In this paper, we report experimental results for their automatic extraction.

The automatic extraction of $F_0$ control parameters based on this generation model have been studied by many researchers. Edouard Geoffois proposed dynamic analysis of $F_0$ decomposition for speech recognition purposes [5]. Hansjörg Mixdorf has tried an extraction using Low-pass filtering technique to remove phrase components [6]. Narusawa, Hirose and Fujisaki have applied the derivative of the piecewise 3rd order polynomial function to assign initial parameter values of accent and phrase components to search optimal command values using analysis-by-synthesis technique [7]. In these attempts, they have been trying to extract $F_0$ control parameters simply using contour by itself. As the extraction of $F_0$ control parameters is very difficult even for experienced experts if additional utterance information is not provided. We decided to extract them with full use of side information obtained for an input utterance.

In the following sections, after explaining the description of $F_0$ control parameters based on this generation model, we discuss the difficulties of automatic extraction in section two. In section three, we propose an extraction scheme that we have tried with experimental results for two databases. Finally we summarize the current results and show our future perspectives.

2. Parametric description of an $F_0$ contour and their automatic extraction

Parametric description of an $F_0$ contour has been proposed by Fujisaki based on a generation model [8]. This model decomposes an $F_0$ contour into phrase components and accent components. These components are obtained as an output of second order critical damping system for impulsive inputs referred as a phrase command and an accent command.

A phrase component $G_p(t)$ is given by the following equation:

$$G_p(t) = \begin{cases} \alpha^2 t \exp(-\alpha t), & t \geq 0 \\ 0, & t < 0 \end{cases}$$

A accent component $G_a(t)$ is given by the following equation:

$$G_a(t) = \begin{cases} \min[1 - (1 + \beta t) \exp(-\beta t), \gamma], & t \geq 0 \\ 0, & t < 0 \end{cases}$$

where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are the time constants for the phrase and accent control mechanisms, respectively. Since these parameters are tightly related to the mechanical system of larynx, they are considered to be similar for all the utterances. Based on the former $F_0$ contour analysis results, they were fixed at $3.0 \text{s}^{-1}$ and $20.0 \text{s}^{-1}$, respectively. The ceiling parameter $\gamma$ was also fixed at 0.9.

An $F_0$ contour is consisting of multiple combination of these components. It can be described as a linear sum of these components as follows.

$$\ln F_0(t) = \ln F_{\text{min}} + \sum_{i=1}^{I} A_{pi} G_p(t - T_{bi}) + \sum_{j=1}^{J} A_{aj} \{G_a(t - T_{1j}) - G_a(t - T_{2j})\}$$
As the first step of formation but also statistical characteristics of use the information directly obtained from its context, utterance content as much as possible. We do not only important as an efficient parametric representation of extraction of these parameters from a speech waveform is quitearious prosodic variations in many languages. The extrac-
tion using analysis by synthesis method [8]. However, au-
tomatic extraction of these parameters from unrestricted samples is difficult and many studies have been started.

In the automatic extraction of $F_0$ control parameters, reasonable amount of research efforts have been spent for the problems of discontinuities in $F_0$ contours resulting from unvoiced portions and micro-prosody variations caused by neighboring consonants. To enable fully automatic extraction of $F_0$ control parameters we need systematic approach by using further information useful for extraction. Most of previous research aimed at an extraction of $F_0$ control parameters directly from $F_0$ contour only. Simply judging from the fact that the extraction is extremely difficult even for experienced experts without knowing its content, side information obtained from its content is quite helpful. In this paper, we have tried to extract $F_0$ control parameters by using a corresponding utterance content as much as possible. We do not only use the information directly obtained from its context, but also statistical characteristics of $F_0$ control parameters obtained other samples in the database.

3. Automatic extraction using utterance information

3.1. Localized extraction using constituent phrase information

As the first step of $F_0$ control parameter extraction using a corresponding utterance content, we started the extraction where constituent phrase information is given. We localize the parameter extraction to a portion of Japanese read speech consisting of only one or two phrase component with multiple accent components. This restriction is natural both from difficulty reduction of $F_0$ control parameter extraction and from the specification of corresponding portion in an utterance using their utterance content.

As it is known that a skeleton $F_0$ contour of Japanese read speech can be roughly determined by its constituent accent phrase numbers, their accent phrase length and accent types, $F_0$ control parameter extraction is much easier than when we do not have any information. At the same time, the specification of corresponding portion can be done using speech synthesis and recognition technology, though we are not sticking to full automatic extraction. Possible phrase boundary candidates can be restricted in the corresponding text using a phrasing module in a Japanese text-to-speech system and their constituent accent phrase information should also be available. The allocation of phrase position can be done by a phone aligner using input text and rough boundary search using an $F_0$ contour.

3.2. Extraction procedures

To carry out the search of timing points and magnitudes of phrase and accent command $T_{0i}$, $A_{pi}$, $T_{1j}$, $T_{2j}$ and $A_{aj}$, we need their initial values. We use linear regression models for their prediction. These prediction models are trained before the first step using a set of manually analyzed $F_0$ control parameters and their corresponding constituent phrase data. In the regression modeling, time and magnitude of phrase command and onset time, reset time and amplitude of accent command are estimated by linear combinations of constituting accent phrase length (in mora) and their accent-type categories. For this calculation Quantification method I [9] is employed since input values are categories. The coefficients of these linear combinations are determined by minimizing the errors of $F_0$ control parameters same as conventional linear regression.

Automatic extraction is carried out as follows. First, initial values of $F_0$ control parameters for the test data are predicted using the regression models where the input parameters are mora counts and accent types of constituent accent phrases in the test data. Then, search the optimal parameter values until the $F_0$ contour difference between the generated one and the observed does not decrease. Finally let the convergent parameter value be an extraction result. The search method is as same as described in Fujisaki & Hirose [8]. In the search, minimum mean squared error is obtained through a hill-climbing search in the $(2I+3J)$ dimensional space constructed by the parameters for the phrase and accent commands, where the number of phrase commands is $I$ and accent commands is $J$. The timing of the accent commands are constrained to avoid overlap of neighboring accent commands. The step sizes used in the present analysis are $0.01s$ for $T_{0i}$, $T_{1j}$, $T_{2j}$, $0.01$ for $A_{pi}$, $A_{aj}$.
4. Experiment of automatic parameter extraction

4.1. Extraction for short sentences with a simple phrase structure

4.1.1. Extraction experiment

As the first experiment, we chose single sentences speech data with one or two phrase components and two or three accent components. The speech data set consists of 800 single sentences with two accent phrases and 100 single sentences with three accent phrases in ATR Japanese speech database for speech synthesis [10]. For the training of the regression models with two and three accent phrases, 700 and 80 sentences were used as training data respectively. The rest 100 sentences with two accent phrases and 20 sentences with three accent phrases were used as test data. $F_0$ control parameter extraction was manually performed to all training and test data.

Before the automatic extraction, the regression models were trained using training data to estimate the initial value of $F_0$ control parameters $T_0$, $A_p$, $T_1$, $T_2$, and $A_{aj}$. We could have confirmed that the initial value prediction had been carried out reasonably through the comparison between observed $F_0$ contours and generated ones.

To confirm the usefulness of utterance information needed in initial value prediction, we carried out search without initial value prediction as a control experiment. For the search without initial value prediction, we adopted the $F_0$ control parameter average of the training data as initial values.

4.1.2. Extraction results

As the correctness of $F_0$ control parameter extraction can be evaluated by comparing the timing points of phrase command $T_{0i}$, the onset time of accent command $T_{1j}$ and the reset time of accent command $T_{2j}$, we considered the automatic extraction is correct when the onset time and reset timing points of the accent command are within half mora distance from the manually extracted timing points.

Table 1 shows the extraction accuracies calculated for phrases contained in the sentence sets consisting of either two or three accent components. As shown in the table, the extraction using utterance information attained around 92% accuracy in both cases. The comparison with the extraction without utterance information shows that the extraction errors are reduced to almost one third. Although about 8% extraction error is still not small, the error analysis showed that more than half of errors are resulting from insufficiencies of $F_0$ contour caused by long voiceless portions, devocalization and mis-extractions. Furthermore, the most of other errors are observed in restricted accent phrase combinations that experts need additional phrase information. In Japanese, when an accented phrase follows an unaccented phrase, it is often quite difficult to find the first phrase boundary with $F_0$ contour only. These analysis results support reasonable extraction improvement using context information and revealed further possibilities to reduce extraction errors.

4.2. Extraction for a major phrase interval in long sentences

4.2.1. Application of automatic extraction to long sentences

The extraction experiment in the previous section showed that the proposed automatic extraction can use utterance information effectively in a single sentence. To enable automatic extraction of $F_0$ control parameters, not only we have to cope with extraction errors analyzed in the previous section but also to confirm this extraction method can be applicable to ordinary long sentences. As so many different combinations of phrase components and accent components are possible, it is not efficient to simply make the same kind of models one by one for all combinations both from exhaustive combinatorial search efforts and the accurate estimation of initial values needed for the search.

We restricted the extraction of $F_0$ control parameters to speech intervals consisting of one phrase component. As we can automatically segment a long sentence into accent components quite accurately using $F_0$ contour only [11], we can expect an automatic segmentation into speech intervals consisting of one phrase component using both $F_0$ contour and its utterance content.

For speech intervals consisting of one phrase component, we apply the same extraction procedures applied to single sentences. For the training of the linear regression model for initial value prediction, we classified training data extracted from long sentence speech according to the number of constituent accent phrases. They are used to make multiple regression models as illustrated in Figure 2.

4.2.2. Extraction experiment

In this experiment, we used 150 sentences including 528 speech intervals consisting of one phrase components and multiple accent components. These sentences were selected from ATR Japanese speech synthesis database.
In this paper, we proposed an automatic extraction of $F_0$ control parameters based on generation model using utterance information. Extraction experiments showed the improvement of extraction accuracy using constituent phrase information for the prediction of initial values in long sentences showed the need of further information on neighboring phrases. For a full automatic extraction of $F_0$ control parameters, we have to not only improve the extraction method proposed in this paper but also put together other procedures such as automatic segmentation into major phrase and phrase command position estimation for long sentences. However, if semi-automatic extraction can be possible for some kind of speech data, there are so many applications. We would like to approach this extraction problem to cope with urgent current needs.
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